Class XII
Annual Pedagogical Plan for 2020-21 on Accountancy
TEACHER: Mr. Kuldeep Goala
CLASS:
XII Commerce

SUBJECT: Accountancy
MONTH: March,2020
TOPIC: Unit 2: Accounting for Partnership Firms
Fundamentals of Partnership

LEARNING OBJECTIVES•
➢ To state the meaning of partnership, partnership firm and partnership deed.
➢ To describe the characteristic features of partnership and the contents of partnership deed.
➢ To discuss the significance of provision of Partnership Act in the absence of partnership deed.
➢ To differentiate between fixed and fluctuating capital, outline the process and develop the
understanding and skill of preparation of Profit and Loss Appropriation Account.
➢ To develop the understanding and skill of preparation profit and loss appropriation account
involving guarantee of profits.
CONTENTS

Unit 2: Accounting for
Partnership Firms
Partnership: features,
Partnership Deed. Provisions
of the Indian Partnership Act
1932in the absence of
partnership deed. Fixed v/s
fluctuating capital accounts.
Preparation of Profit and Loss
Appropriation accountdivision of profit among
partners, guarantee of profits.

RESOURCES
REQUIRED

Text Book,
Some
Videos of
partnership
activities

METHODOLOGY

LEARNING
OUTCOME

ASSESSMENT

Students will be
arranged in partnership
group and role will be
assigned to each
student and on the
basis of it the rules and
accounting treatments
will be explained.

Students will now
be able to perform
partnership
business taking
into note the rules
they must follow
as well as the
accounting
practices followed
by partnership
firm.

Practical
Problems as
well as quiz.

TEACHER: Kuldeep Goala
SUBJECT: Accountancy
MONTH: April,2020
CLASS: XII Commerce
TOPIC:
LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
➢ To develop the understanding and skill of making past adjustments.
➢ To state the meaning, nature and factors affecting goodwill
➢ To develop the understanding and skill of valuation of goodwill using different methods.
➢ state the meaning of sacrificing ratio, gaining ratio and the change in profit sharing ratio among
existing partners.
➢ develop the understanding of accounting treatment of revaluation assets and reassessment of
liabilities and treatment of reserves and accumulated profits by preparing revaluation account
and balance sheet.
CONTENTS

Unit 2: Accounting for
Partnership Firms
Past adjustments (relating to
interest on capital, interest on
drawing, salary and profitsharing ratio). Goodwill:
nature, factors affecting and
methods of valuation - average
profit, super profit and
capitalization.
Accounting for Partnership
firms – Reconstitution and
Dissolution.
•Change in the Profit-Sharing
Ratio among the existing
partners - sacrificing ratio,
gaining ratio, accounting for
revaluation of assets and
reassessment of liabilities and
treatment of reserves and
accumulated profits.
Preparation of revaluation
account and balance sheet.

RESOURCES
REQUIRED

METHODOLOGY

LEARNING
OUTCOME

ASSESSMENT

Text Book,
Pictures of
Some
reputed firm
to explain
goodwill.

With the help of
examples of institutions
and auction of various
celebrity used products
the concept of goodwill
will be explained.

Students can
record the entries
of partnership
firm and can
calculate the
value of
Goodwill of their
firm.

Quiz,
Puzzles,
Practical
Problems.

Text Book
and usual
assets
available in
the school
as well
liabilities
that students
come across
in daily life.

With the help of various
practical examples, the
students will be
explained the concept
of Revaluation of
Assets and Reassessment of
Liabilities.

Students can
value the assets
and liabilities on
change of Profitsharing Ratio.

Quiz,
Puzzles,
Practical
Problems.

TEACHER: Kuldeep Goala
SUBJECT: Accountancy
MONTH: May,2020
CLASS: XII Commerce
TOPIC: Admission, Retirement and Death of a Partner.
LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
➢ explain the effect of change in profit sharing ratio on admission of a new partner.
➢ develop the understanding and skill of treatment of goodwill as per AS-26, treatment of
revaluation of assets and re-assessment of liabilities, treatment of reserves and accumulated profits,
adjustment of capital accounts and preparation of balance sheet on admission and retirement/
death of a partner of the new firm.
➢ explain the effect of retirement / death of a partner on change in profit sharing ratio.
➢ develop the skill of calculation of deceased partner's share till the time of his death.
CONTENTS

•Admission of a partner
- effect of admission of a
partner on change in the
profit-sharing ratio,
treatment of goodwill (as
per AS 26), treatment for
revaluation of assets and
re-assessment of
liabilities, treatment of
reserves and accumulated
profits
•Retirement and death
of a partner: effect of
retirement / death of a
partner on change in profit
sharing ratio, treatment of
goodwill (as per AS 26),
treatment for revaluation
of assets and reassessment
of liabilities, adjustment
of accumulated profits and
reserves and preparation
of balance sheet.
•Calculation of deceased
partner’s share of profit
till the date of death.

RESOURCES
REQUIRED

METHODOLOGY

Text Book
and usual
assets
available in
the school
as well
liabilities
that students
come across
in daily life.

With the help of
various practical
examples, the students
will be explained the
concept of
Revaluation of Assets
and Re-assessment of
Liabilities on
admission and role
will be assigned to
grab the practicality of
the content.

Text Book
and usual
assets
available in
the school
as well
liabilities
that students
come across
in daily life.

Using various
practical examples
and role play, the
students will be
explained the
contents.

LEARNING
OUTCOME

Students can record
the entries of
admission,
retirement as well as
death of partner and
can settle the amount
due to a deceased
partner.

ASSESSMENT

Work Sheet,
Quiz, Puzzles,
Projects and
Practical
Problems.

Annual Pedagogical Plan for 2020-21 on Business Studies
TEACHER: Mr. Kuldeep Goala
CLASS: XII Commerce

SUBJECT: Business Studies
MONTH: March,2020
TOPIC: Part A: Principles and Functions of Management
Unit 1: Nature and Significance of Management

LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
• Understand the concept of management, objectives and importance of management.
• Examine the nature of management as a science, art and profession.
• Understand the role of top, middle and lower levels of management
• Explain the functions of management.
• Discuss the concept and characteristics of coordination.
• Explain the importance of coordination.
CONTENTS

Management –
concept, objectives, and
importance
Management as Science, Art and
Profession; Levels of
Management; Management
functions-planning, organizing,
staffing, directing and
controlling
Coordination- concept and
importance

RESOURCES
REQUIRED

METHODOLOGY

Text Book
Diagram of
Management
Hierarchy

Role play by
grouping
students in
various group.

LEARNING
OUTCOME

Students learns the
technique of
managing the
business,

ASSESSMENT

Case study
Quiz

TEACHER: Mr. Kuldeep Goala
CLASS: XII Commerce

SUBJECT: Business Studies
MONTH: April,2020
TOPIC: Unit 2: Principles of Management.
Unit 3: Business Environment

LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
• Understand the concept of principles of management.
• Explain the significance of management principles.
• Discuss the principles of management developed by Fayol.
* Explain the principles and techniques of ‘Scientific Management’.
• Understand the concept of ‘Business Environment’.
• Describe the importance of business environment
• Describe the various dimensions of ‘Business Environment’.
CONTENTS

Unit 2: Principles of
Management
Principles of Managementconcept and significance
Fayol’s principles of
management
Taylor’s Scientific
management- principles and
Techniques

Unit 3: Business
Environment
Business Environmentconcept and importance
Dimensions of Business
Environment- Economic,
Social, Technological,
Political and Legal

RESOURCES
REQUIRED

METHODOLOGY

LEARNING
OUTCOME

ASSESSMENT

Text Book;
Videos of
various
activities
performed by
the labourers
in the
industry as
well as usual
school
environment.

Explain the contents
using lecture method
and then students will
be assigned the
different roles and will
dramatize the various
principles of
management.

Students become
aware of the
principles of
management and
manage their daily
activities also
efficiently and
effectively.

Case Study
and chapter
mapping.

Text Book;
Videos of
various
activities that
turn out to be
the change of
the India
Economics.

The students will be
explained the concepts
of LPG and various
external factors that
influence the
Businesses using
various videos and
practical examples.

Students will be
take note of all
those factors that
may influence their
business either
directly or
indirectly.

Quiz and
Case Study

TEACHER: Mr. Kuldeep Goala
CLASS: XII Commerce

SUBJECT: Business Studies
TOPIC: Unit 4: Planning
Unit 5: Organising

MONTH: May, 2020

LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
• Understand the concept, importance and limitations of planning.
• Understand the of planning.
• Describe the steps in the process of planning
• Understand the concept and importance of organizing as a structure and as a process.
• Describe the steps in the process of organizing
• Describe functional and divisional structures of organisation.
• Understand the concept, importance of delegation and elements of delegation.
• Understand the concept and importance of decentralisation.
• Differentiate between delegation and decentralisation.
CONTENTS

RESOURCES
REQUIRED

METHODOLOGY

LEARNING
OUTCOME

ASSESSMENT

Planning: Concept, importance Text Book
and limitation
and game
Planning process
ball.

Role play by
students to
explain the
process of
planning.

Students learns the
technique of planning Case study.
in the business,
which they use even
in their daily life.

Organising: Concept and
importance
Delegation: concept, elements
and importance.
Organising Process
Structure of organisationfunctional and divisional
Concept.
Decentralization: concept and
importance.

Using lecture
method, the
contents will be
explained and
thereafter, the
various
organising
activities will be
assigned to the
students in
different roles to
understand the
concepts in
depth.

Students can now
apply these
organising steps in
their day to-day life
and even on their
family business.

Text Book,
Different
pictures
displaying
various
organising
activities.

Practical case
studies.

SAINT CAPITANIO HIGHER SECONDARY SCHOOL
ANNUAL PEDAGOGICAL PLAN
2020-2021.
TEACHER : NIKITA SINGH
CLASS

:. XII commerce.

SUBJECT. :. Economics.
learning objectives:-1- to make students aware about the economy as a whole,including the topics like
growth, uemployment, inflation and trade balance.
2-to develop ideas of the basic features of indian economy and its potential on
natural resources.
3-to make them practice learning by doing as well as experiential learning.

TOPICS

CONTENTS

(MONTH WISE)
PART
A-Introductory
Macroeconomics.
UNIT-1
National income
and related
aggregates.(April)

*Some basic
concepts of
macroeconomic
s.
*Circular flow of
income.
*Methods of
calculating
national income.
*GDP and
welfare.

RESOURCES
REQUIRED

*NCERT BOOK
*SMART BOARD
*REFERENCE
BOOK.

METHODOLOGY

*Explanation of
the chapter by
taking real life
examples of the
economy and
class discussion
among the
students..
*Use of
multimedia to
show them
news relating to
national income
along with its
calculation.(ICT)

LEARNING
OUTCOME

ASSESSMENT

*Students will
be able to :

Mode of
assessment:

* Learn various
and concepts
and calculations
of national
income and its
aggregates.

*Classwork/Ho
mework.
*Google form
test.

UNIT-2-MONEY
AND BANKING.

*Meaning and
supply of
money.
*Money
creation by the
commercial
banking system.

*TEXT BOOK
*REFERENCE
BOOKS.
*YOUTUBE
VIDEOS.

*Use of
audio-visual
aids.(ICT)

*Central bank
and its
functions.

*Aggregate
demand and its
components.
*Basic concepts
like
mpc,apc,mps,ap
s,mps,investme
nt multiplier.
*Problems of
excess and
deficient
demand along
with measures
to correct them.

*Acquire
knowledge and
learn about the
different forms
of money along
with its supply
and its
important types.

*Assignments.
*pen-paper test.

*make them to
ask their
grandparents or
parents what
was the form of
money when
they were
young.

*Control of
credit.

UNIT-3-Determin
ation of Income
and Employment
(May).

*Explanation
and discussion
of the chapter
based on the
chapter's
content.

*TEXT BOOKS
* SMART
VIDEOS.
*REFERENCE
BOOKS.

*Explanation of
the chapter by
using different
videos and
economic news
related to
income and
employment
trend in India.
*Make them to
ask their parents
about their
consumption
and savings
planning based
on their income
and learn how
to save
money.(Experie
ntial learning).

*understand and
learn about how *Class/Homewo
income and
rk.
employment is
*Oral drills.
determined as
well as their
fluctuating
trends diagram.
*get experiential
learning.

UNIT-4Governme
nt Budget and
the
Economy.(June)

*Meaning,objec
tive and
components of
Government
Budget.
*Classification
of receipts and
expenditure.

*Text books.
*Different
diagram charts.
*Reference
books.

*Measures of
government
deficit.

*By using charts
to show the
determination
of income and
employment.
*Explanation
and discussion
of the chapter
through
different
diagrams.

*learn and
understand
about the
budget
planning,revenu
e and payment
receipts of the
government.

*Assignments.
*Oral test.
*Google form
test.

*Class
discussion
among the
students about
how
government
plan budget for
development
purpose of India
as well as make
them to create
their own
budget for
charitable
purpose.

UNIT-5
Balance of
payments.(July)

*Meaning of
Balance of
Payments
account & its
components.
*Some basic
concepts like
Fixed and
flexible
exchange rates.

*Explanation
and discussion
of the chapter
*reference
based on the
books
chapter's
*different charts contents*
depicting
Use of charts for
diagrams.
explaining
different
diagrams of BOP
*Text books

*understand and
*Classwork/Ho
learn about
mework.
concepts of
balance of
payments
(BOP),flexible
and fixed
exchange rates
as well as
determination of
BOP.

Part-B-Indian
Economic
Development.
UNIT-6.1.Develop
ment Experience
(1947-1990)(Aug
ust)

*A brief
introduction of
the state of
Indian Economy
on the eve of
independence.
*Common goals
of five year
plans.

*Text books
*reference
books.
*Vedantu app.
*Smart board

*features,proble
ms and policies
of agriculture.

*Explanation of
the chapter.
*Use of smart
boards to show
various videos
regarding
economic
condition of
India during
independence
like some clips
of movie
'Guru'.(ICT)

*Understand
and gather
knowledge
about the
condition of
economy and its
sectors including
primary,seconda
ry and tertiary.

*Oral test
*Google form
test.

*class discussion
among the
students to
build their own
comparative
idea of India's
economy of
1947-1990.*Expl
anation and
discussion of the
chapter based
on the chapter's
content through
audio-visual
aids.(ICT)
UNIT-6.2-.Econo
mic Reforms
since
1991.(August)

*Features and
appraisals of
LPG policy.
*Concepts of
demonetisation
and GST

*Text book
*Reference
books
*Youtube videos

*make the
students to ask
their parents
about their
experience
during the time
of
demonetization
and ask the
students to visit
nearby shops to
collect some

*learn about the
concepts,effects
of LPG
policy,GST and
demonetisation
on the Indian
economy.
*Experiential
learning.

*Classwork/hom
ework.
*Oral drills.

information
regarding GST
bill and its
comparison with
VAT.(experientia
l learning)

UNIT-7.Current
challenges facing
Indian Economy.
7.1.Poverty.(Sept
ember)

*Explanation
and discussion
of the chapter.
*absolute and
relative
measures of
poverty.
*main
programmes for
poverty
alleviation.

*Text and
reference
books.
*Vedantu app

*Audio-Visual
aids(ICT) will be
used to give
visual
illustrations.

*Smart board
*Students will
be asked to
prepare a story
about a poor
person and his
family facing
difficulties and
also about
subsidies he is
getting.(Art
integration).

*Learn about
the concepts of
poverty,poverty *Assignments.
line,and its
*Pen paper test
causes,effects,go
*Oral drills.
vt measures...

7.2.Rural
Development.(Oc
tober)
*key issues of
rural
development.
*Credit and
marketing.
*agricultural
diversification.

7.3.Human
Capital
Formation.(Octob
er)

*Text and
reference
books.
*Youtube
videos.

*Role of human
capital in
economic
development.
*Text books and
*Growth of
reference
Education sector books.
in India.
*Smart board.

7.4.Employment.
(November)

*Make the
students to visit
nearby village
and observe
how they are
cultivating crops
by following the
process of
agricultural
diversification
and make one
report on it.
*Explanation
and discussion
of chapter
based on the
chapter's
content.
*Use of smart
board to show
different kinds
human capital in
India.

*Explanation of
the chapter.

*Formal and
informal
employment
sector.
*Problems and
policies of
employment.

*Explanation
and discussion
of the chapter
through
audio-visual
aids.

*Text books and
reference
books.

*Use of multi
media to explain
different
policies adopted
by the

*Written test.
*know and learn
about the
concepts and
phenomenon of
credit marketing
and agricultural
diversification.

*Quiz.

*Art integration.

*Gather
knowledge and
learn about the
process of
people
becoming
resource,role of
human capital
resource in
economic
development.

*Learn about
the
concepts,types,p
roblems of
employment.

*Oral drills
*Written test.

*prepare a
report on the
measures
adopted by the
government to
increase
employment
level in India.

7.5.Infrastructure
(November)

*Meaning and
types of
infrastructure.

*Smart board

*Case studies.
*Text books
*NCERT books.
*Smart board

7.6.Sustainable
Economic
Development.
(November).

*Effects of
economic
development on
resources and
Environment.
*Global
warming

UNIT-8.Developm
ent Experience of
India.
(November)

*Text books.
*Youtube videos

*Explanation
and discussion
of the chapter
based on its
content.
*Use of smart
board to show
different case
studies related
to
infrastructure.(I
CT).
*Explanation of
the chapter by
using
audio-visual
aids.
*make the
students to
plant more and
more trees in
order to achieve
the goal of
sustainable
development.

*A comparison
with neighbours
India and
Pakistan and
China.
*Issues:growth,
population,deve
lopmental
indicators.

government for
employment.

*Text books and
reference
books.
*Smart board.

*Explanation
and discussion
of the chapter
based on the
chapter's
content.
*Use of smart
board to show
tabular
explanation on
India China and

*Oral drills
*gather
knowledge
about the
meaning of
infrastructure as
well as its effect
on the economy.

*learn about the
concepts of
sustainable
development
and global
warming as well
as its effect on
the economy.

*Written test.

*Google form
test
*Oral drills.

*Quiz
*understand and
learn about the
*pen-paper test.
contribution of
India China and
Pakistan in
terms of
sectors,populati
on and
economic
growth.

*Revision of the
completed
chapters.

Pakistan growth
indicators.

(December)

*Sample papers.
*Submission of
final project and
pre-board
examination.
(December)

*Text book and
reference book
questions.

*Revising the
chapter's by
using sample
papers and
textbook
exercise
questions.

*Recall and
retain their
previous
knowledge.

*apply their
acquired
knowledge.

*Google form
test
*Classwork/hom
ework

Pedagogical plan 2020-21
Subject-English
Topicpoetry,prose,writing&grammar

Teacher-Th
Moheswari
singha
Class-12
Contents

Materials
required
The last
Textbook,
lesson(
Internet
prose)
& reference
book
Lost
Textbook and
spring(prose) reference book

My Mother
at 66(poem)

Smart board &
Textbook

Letter
writing

Reference
book &
grammar book

An
elementary
school
classroom in
a slum
(poem)
Deep
water(prose)

Textbook ,
smartboard &
internet( if
needed)

The rattrap (
prose)

Text
book,reference
Book etc

Keeping
quiet( poem)

Textbook,
internet,
reference book
etc

Textbook,
internet &
reference book

MonthApril to
December

Methodology( art integration
&experiential learning
Reading information ,sharing
their views on their mother
tongue & linguistic human
rights.
Identifying figures of speech
used in the lesson , sharing
information on child labour &
visiting slums( if possible)
Collecting information about
the poetess and reading the
poem aloud using correct
rhythm & pronunciation.
Providing format & samples.
Writing letters for a local daily(
if possible) & placing
orders,etc
Visual presentation of the text,
Reading the poem using
proper voice modulation &
explaining using real life
examples

Learning
outcome/objective
Taking pride &
realizing how
important one’s
language is.
Factual
understanding &
responding with
sensitivity
Understanding the
complexities of
human
relationships.
Enhance their
writing skill

Assessment

Able to
sympathize with
the needy ones

Peer
interaction
& penpaper test

Gathering information about
water sports, sharing personal
experiences & accounts of acts
of courage
Recounting similar real life
incidents while explaining the
text and relating the text with
the play ‘The Bishop’s
Candlesticks’
Reading & explaining the poem
Stressing on the idea of havoc
caused by wars.
Collecting pictures & info.
related to world wars,busy
lifestyle etc

Understanding
another person’s
experiences
Able to infer
motives of human
actions

Diary
entry&
group
discussion
Oral test &
group
discussion

Able to introspect
& create a feeling
of mutual
understanding

Recitation
& analysis
of the
poem

Peer
interaction
& oral test
Group
discussion
& speech
writing
Analysis of
the poem

Written
test

On the face
of it ( play)

Textbook,
props for role
enactment etc

Role- play/ dialogue exchange
Discussion of words/ phrases
used in the play

Able to empathize
with differently
abled people.
Enhance their
performing &
speaking skills

The third
level( prose)

Textbook,
reference
books,stamps
& internet

Reading and discussing about
the elements of modern text,
collecting stamps &
information related to world
wars

Notice
writing

Grammar book

Aunt
Jennifer’s
Tigers

Textbook &
Reference
book

Providing format & sample .
Drafting notice on the given
topics.
Reading the poem aloud and
explaining it focussing more on
the feministic viewpoints.

Can interpret the
text in their own
words and learn
about the
complexities of
human life
Enhance their
writing skill

The enemy
( prose)

Text book,
smart board &
reference book

Role play, explanation &
rearranging the sequence of
events in the story

Evans tries
an O level (
prose)

Internet & text
book

Reading the text marking the
key points & sharing the
knowledge about legal &
judicial terms

Understanding
how art can
become a medium
of expression
Realizing one’s
duties &
responsibilities
towards the
mankind
Able to
understand the
theme of the text
& infer human
behaviour

Group
discussion
&
preparing
pen –
portrait of
the
characters.
Character
sketch
writing &
pen paper
test
Written
test
Recitation,
text
analysis &
pen- paper
test.
Debate &
pen- paper
test.

Group
discussion,
Debate &
character
analysis.

Annual Pedagogical Plan for 2020-21
TEACHER: Mr. Kuldeep Goala
SUBJECT: Business Studies
MONTH: March,2020
CLASS: XII Commerce TOPIC:Part A: Principles and Functions of Management
Unit 1: Nature and Significance of Management

LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
• Understand the concept of management, objectives and importance of management.
• Examine the nature of management as ascience, art and profession.
• Understand the role of top, middle andlower levels of management
• Explain the functions of management.
• Discuss the concept and characteristics of coordination.
• Explain the importance of coordination.
CONTENTS

Management –
concept, objectives, and
importance
Management as Science, Art
and Profession; Levels of
Management; Management
functions-planning, organizing,
staffing, directing and
controlling
Coordination- concept and
importance

RESOURCES
REQUIRED

Text Book
Diagram
ofManagement
Hierarchy

METHODOLOGY

Role play by
grouping
students in
various group.

LEARNING
OUTCOME

Students learns the
technique of
managing the
business,

ASSESSMENT

Case study
Quiz

TEACHER: Mr. Kuldeep Goala
SUBJECT: Business Studies
MONTH: April,2020
CLASS: XII Commerce
TOPIC:Unit 2: Principles of Management.
Unit 3:Business Environment
LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
• Understand the concept of principles of management.
• Explain the significance of management principles.
• Discuss the principles of management developed by Fayol.
* Explain the principles and techniques of ‘Scientific Management’.
• Understand the concept of ‘BusinessEnvironment’.
• Describe the importance of businessenvironment
• Describe the various dimensions of‘Business Environment’.
CONTENTS

Unit 2: Principles of
Management
Principles of Managementconcept and significance
Fayol’s principles of
management
Taylor’s Scientific
management- principles and
Techniques

Unit 3: Business
Environment
Business Environmentconcept and importance
Dimensions of
BusinessEnvironmentEconomic,
Social, Technological,
Political and Legal

RESOURCES
REQUIRED

METHODOLOGY

LEARNING
OUTCOME

ASSESSMENT

Text Book;
Videos of
various
activities
performed by
the labourers
in the
industry as
well as usual
school
environment.

Explain the contents
using lecture method
and then students will
be assigned the
different roles and will
dramatize the various
principles of
management.

Students become
aware of the
principles of
management and
manage their daily
activities also
efficiently and
effectively.

Case Study
and chapter
mapping.

Text Book;
Videos of
various
activities that
turn out to be
the change of
the India
Economics.

The students will be
explained the concepts
of LPG and various
external factors that
influence the
Businesses using
various videos and
practical examples.

Students will be
take note of all
those factors that
may influence their
business either
directly or
indirectly.

Quiz and
Case Study

TEACHER: Mr. Kuldeep Goala
SUBJECT: Business Studies
MONTH: May, 2020
CLASS: XII Commerce
TOPIC: Unit 4: Planning
Unit 5: Organising
LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
• Understand the concept, importance and limitations of planning.
• Understand the of planning.
• Describe the steps in the process of planning
• Understand the concept and importanceof organizing asa structure and as a process.
• Describe the steps in the process oforganizing
• Describe functional and divisionalstructures of organisation.
• Understand the concept, importance of delegation and elements of delegation.
• Understand the concept and importance ofdecentralisation.
• Differentiate between delegation anddecentralisation.
CONTENTS

RESOURCES
REQUIRED

METHODOLOGY

LEARNING
OUTCOME

ASSESSMENT

Planning: Concept, importance Text Book
and game
and limitation
ball.
Planning process

Role play by
students to
explain the
process of
planning.

Students learns the
technique of planning Case study.
in the business,
which they use even
in their daily life.

Organising: Concept and
importance
Delegation: concept, elements
and importance.
Organising Process
Structure of organisationfunctional and divisional
Concept.
Decentralization: concept and
importance.

Using lecture
method, the
contents will be
explained and
thereafter, the
various
organising
activities will be
assigned to the
students in
different roles to
understand the
concepts in
depth.

Students can now
apply these
organising steps in
their day to-day life
and even on their
family business.

TEACHER: Mr. Kuldeep Goala
CLASS: XII Commerce

Text Book,
Different
pictures
displaying
various
organising
activities.

Practical case
studies.

SUBJECT: Business Studies
MONTH: March,2020
TOPIC: Part A: Principles and Functions of Management
Unit 1: Nature and Significance of Management

LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
• Understand the concept of management, objectives and importance of management.
• Examine the nature of management as a science, art and profession.
• Understand the role of top, middle and lower levels of management
• Explain the functions of management.
• Discuss the concept and characteristics of coordination.
• Explain the importance of coordination.
CONTENTS

RESOURCES
REQUIRED

METHODOLOGY

LEARNING
OUTCOME

ASSESSMENT

Management –
concept, objectives, and
importance
Management as Science, Art and
Profession; Levels of
Management; Management
functions-planning, organizing,
staffing, directing and
controlling
Coordination- concept and
importance

TEACHER: Mr. Kuldeep Goala
CLASS: XII Commerce

Text Book
Diagram of
Management
Hierarchy

Role play by
grouping
students in
various group.

Students learns the
technique of
managing the
business,

Case study

SUBJECT: Business Studies
MONTH: March,2020
TOPIC: Part A: Principles and Functions of Management
Unit 1: Nature and Significance of Management

LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
• Understand the concept of management, objectives and importance of management.
• Examine the nature of management as a science, art and profession.
• Understand the role of top, middle and lower levels of management
• Explain the functions of management.
• Discuss the concept and characteristics of coordination.
• Explain the importance of coordination.
CONTENTS

Management –
concept, objectives, and
importance
Management as Science, Art and
Profession; Levels of
Management; Management
functions-planning, organizing,
staffing, directing and
controlling
Coordination- concept and
importance

RESOURCES
REQUIRED

METHODOLOGY

Text Book
Diagram of
Management
Hierarchy

Role play by
grouping
students in
various group.

LEARNING
OUTCOME

Students learns the
technique of
managing the
business,

ASSESSMENT

Case study

TEACHER: Mr. Kuldeep Goala
March,2020
CLASS: XII Commerce

SUBJECT: Business Studies

MONTH:

TOPIC: Part A: Principles and Functions of Management
Unit 1: Nature and Significance of Management

LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
• Understand the concept of management, objectives and importance of management.
• Examine the nature of management as a science, art and profession.
• Understand the role of top, middle and lower levels of management
• Explain the functions of management.
• Discuss the concept and characteristics of coordination.
• Explain the importance of coordination.
CONTENTS

Management –
concept, objectives, and
importance
Management as Science, Art
and Profession; Levels of
Management; Management
functions-planning,
organizing, staffing, directing
and controlling
Coordination- concept and
importance

RESOURCES
REQUIRED

METHODOLOGY

Text Book
Role play by
Diagram of
grouping students
Management in various group.
Hierarchy

LEARNING
OUTCOME

Students learns the
technique of
managing the
business,

ASSESSMENT

Case study

ANNUAL PEDALOGICAL PLAN 2020-2021

Teacher : Nabanita bhattacharjee.

Subject : Biology

Month : April-May.

Topic : Reproduction

Class : XII Science
Learning Outcome : To inculcate the scientific values and to understand the importance of contraceptive
methods and dangers of population explosion.

CONTENT

RESOURCES
REQUIRED

METHODOLOGY

LEARNING
OUTCOME

* Sexual
reproduction in
flowering plants.

* Ncert text book

Lecture cum
demonstration

Students will be
able to :

Hands on
Experiment

* Learn the
process of
reproduction in
plants.

* Sexual
reproduction in
human beings

* Biology
fingertips.

* e content
* Apps : Diksha
*e-pathsala

Learning by doing . * Name the
hormones
Video
necessary for
presentation
Reproduction.
* Understand the
importance of
contraception.

* Reproductive
health.

* Internet

Research method.

* Know about
different fertility
methods. Dangers
of sexually
transmitted
infections.

ASSESSMENT

* Pen - paper

* Viva

* Seminar.

* Quiz

Teacher : Nabanita bhattacharjee.

Subject : Biology

Month : June-july

Topic : Genetics

Class : XII Science
Learning Outcome : To inculcate the scientific values and to understand the importance of gene ,it's
expression and causes of genetic disorders.

CONTENT

RESOURCES
REQUIRED

METHODOLOGY

LEARNING
OUTCOME

* Principal of
Inheritance.

* Ncert text book

Lecture cum
demonstration

Students will be
able to :

Hands on
Experiment

* Learn the
experiment
conducted by
Mendel.

* Mendals work.

* Biology
fingertips.

* Monohybrid ànd
dihybrid cross.
Genetic disorders

* Molecular basis
of Inheritance.
* Structure of
DNA .

ASSESSMENT

* Pen - paper

* State the causes
of genetic
disorders.

* e content

Learning by doing .

* Apps : Diksha

Video
presentation

*e-pathsala

* Search for
genetic material

*Protein synthesis. * Internet

Research method.

* Learn the
structure of DNA .
*Understand the
role of gene and
chromosome.

* Know about the
process of
transcription and
translation.

* Viva

* Seminar.

* Quiz

Teacher : Nabanita bhattacharjee.

Subject : Biology

Month : August-September

Topic: Biology in human welfare

Class : XII Science
Learning Outcome : To inculcate the scientific values and to understand the importance of microbes in
human life also the disease caused by them.

CONTENT

RESOURCES
REQUIRED

METHODOLOGY

LEARNING
OUTCOME

* Human disease.

* Ncert text book

* Communicable
diseases.

* Biology
fingertips.

Lecture cum
demonstration

Students will be
able to :

* AIDS

* Truemens
biology

Hands on
Experiment

* Learn about
communicable
and noncommunicable
diseases.

*Cancer

* e content

Learning by doing .

* Understand
causes, symptoms
and treatment of
cancer.

* Alcohol and drug
abuse.

* Apps : Diksha

Video
presentation

Microbes in
human welfare.
* Microbes in
industry.

* Name different
microbes used in
the field of
agriculture,
biofertilizers,
industry etc.

*e-pathsala

* Microbes in
Agriculture

* Microbes in
making biogas.

* Microbes as
biofertilizers.

* Internet

ASSESSMENT

* Pen - paper

* Viva

* Seminar.

Research method.
* Quiz

Teacher : Nabanita bhattacharjee.

Subject : Biology

Month : October, November and December.

Topic : Biotechnology and Ecology

Class : XII Science
Learning Outcome : To inculcate the scientific values and to understand the importance of technology in
the field of biology and ecosystem and our environment.

CONTENT

RESOURCES
REQUIRED

METHODOLOGY

LEARNING
OUTCOME

* Principles of
biotechnology.

* Ncert text book

Lecture cum
demonstration

Students will be
able to :

Hands on
Experiment

* Define
restriction
endonuclease

* Recombinant
DNA technology.

* Biology
fingertips.

* PCR.

ASSESSMENT

* Pen - paper

* Know about the
steps of
recombinant DNA
technology.
* Biotechnology
and Application.
* Biotechnology in
medicine

* Biotechnology in
the field of
agriculture.

* e content

Learning by doing .

* Apps : Diksha

Video
presentation

*e-pathsala

* Internet

* Transgenic
animals.
* Ecology
* Interaction
among species.
* Logistic growth.

* Field work

Research method.

* Apply the
information of
biotechnology in
the field of
medicine.
* Understand the
making of
transgenic animals
and uses.
* Understand how
different
populations
interact among
themselves.
* Draw growth
model.

* Viva

* Seminar.

* Quiz

* Mcq test.

Annual Pedagogical Plan for 2020-21
TEACHER: AMRITAKSHA KAR

SUBJECT: PHYSICS

CLASS: XII
LEARNING OBJECTIVES: Students will learn the foundation of Electricity, Magnetism,
Optics , Atomic , Nuclear physics. Also some basics idea of Electronics.

CONTENTS
(Month Wise)

RESOURCES
REQUIRED

METHODOLOGY

LEARNING OUTCOME

ASSESSMENT

Unit I: Electrostatics
(APRIL)
Chapter–1: Electric
Charges and Fields
Electric Charges;
Conservation of charge,
NCERT
Coulomb's law-force
Book
between two
point charges, forces
between multiple charges;
superposition principle and
continuous charge
distribution.
Electric field, electric field
due to a point charge,
electric field lines, electric
dipole, electric field due to
a dipole, torque on a
dipole in uniform electric
fleld.
Electric flux, statement of

TextbookAfter studying
Explanation of the this lesson,
concepts.
student will be
able to know the
different
properties of
chages.

Class test
and extra
sums from
exemplar

Solution of the
unsolved question
of NCERT book.

Quiz
competition

Students can
understand
different
Electrical
Phenomena
Like fields,

Gauss's theorem and its
applications to find field
due to infinitely long
straight wire, uniformly
charged infinite plane
sheet and uniformly

dipole, flux etc.

Smart board - will
be used to give
visual
illustrations.

charged thin spherical
shell (field inside and
outside).
Chapter–2:

NCERT
Book

Pen paper
test will be
conducted

Electrostatic Potential and
Capacitance.
Electric potential, potential
difference, electric
potential due to a point
charge, a dipole and
system of charges;
equipotential surfaces,
electrical potential
energy of a system of two
point charges and of
electric dipole in an
electrostatic field.
Conductors and insulators,
free charges and bound
charges inside a conductor.
Dielectrics and electric
polarisation, capacitors
and capacitance,
combination of capacitors
in series and in parallel,
capacitance of a parallel
plate capacitor with and
without dielectric medium
between the plates, energy
stored in a capacitor.

Student will be
able to understand
Textbookdifferent concepts
Explanation of the like electric
concepts.
potential , e.m.f
etc.

White board will
be used to clear
the doubts.

After studying
this lesson,
student will be
able to know the
conductor ,
insulator,
Capacitor and
their application.

Group
discussion.

Oral test

Unit II: Current Electricity
(MAY)
Chapter–3:
Current Electricity
Electric current, flow of
electric charges in a
metallic conductor, drift
velocity, mobility and their
relation with electric
current; Ohm's law,
electrical resistance, V-I
NCERT
characteristics (linear and
Book
non-linear), electrical
energy and
power, electrical resistivity
and conductivity, Carbon
resistors, colour code for
carbon resistors; series and
parallel combinations of
resistors; temperature
dependence of resistance.
Internal resistance of a
cell, potential difference
and emf of a cell,
combination of cells in
series and in parallel,
Kirchhoff's laws and
simple applications,
Wheatstone bridge, metre
bridge.
Potentiometer - principle
and its applications to
measure potential
difference and for
comparing EMF of two
cells; measurement of
internal resistance of a
cell.

Problem forming
and solution

Activity and
laboratory
demonstration

After studying
this lesson,
student will be
able to know
different electrical
components , and
how they works.

Student will be
able to understand
the cause of
heating effect
when current
passes through,
also many factors
on which
resistance of any
conductor
depends.

TextbookExplanation of the
concepts.
After studying
this lesson,
student will be
able to know the
principle behind
the operation of
many electrical
devices and how
to measure
electrical
parameters.

Oral test on
Activity
based
learning.

Pen paper
test

Report on
Art
integrated
project.

Unit III:
(JUNE)
Magnetic Effects of
Current and Magnetism

NCERT
Book

Chapter–4: Moving
Charges and Magnetism
Concept of magnetic field,
Oersted's experiment.
Biot - Savart law and its
application to current
carrying circular loop.
Ampere's law and its
applications to infinitely
long straight wire. Straight
and
toroidal solenoids (only
qualitative treatment),
force on a moving charge
in
uniform magnetic and
electric fields, Cyclotron.
Force on a currentcarrying conductor in a
uniform magnetic field,
force between two parallel
current-carrying
conductors-definition of
ampere, torque
experienced by a current
loop in uniform magnetic
field; moving coil
galvanometer-its current
sensitivity and conversion
to ammeter and voltmeter.
Chapter–5:
Magnetism and Matter
Current loop as a magnetic
dipole and its magnetic
dipole moment, magnetic
dipole moment of a

Solution of the
unsolved question
of NCERT book.

NCERT
Book

Smart board - will
be used to give
visual
illustrations.

TextbookExplanation of the
concepts.

Student will be
able to develop
the concept of
magnetic field
from electricity.

After studying
this lesson,
student will be
able to understand
different ;laws,
which is used to
measure magnetic
fields due to a
current carrying
conductor.

Class test
and extra
sums from
exemplar

Quiz
competition

Pen paper
test will be
conducted

revolving electron,
magnetic field intensity
due to a magnetic dipole
(bar magnet) along its axis
and perpendicular to its
axis, torque on a magnetic
dipole (bar magnet) in a
uniform magnetic field;
bar magnet as an
equivalent solenoid,
magnetic field lines;
earth's magnetic field and
magnetic elements. Para-,
dia- and ferro – magnetic
substances, with
examples.Electromagnets
and factors affecting their
strengths, permanent
magnets.

NCERT
Book

White board will
be used to clear
the doubts.

After studying
this lesson,
student will be
able to know the
natural magnets ,
artificial magnets
different types
and their
properties.

Group
discussion.

Oral test

Problem forming
and solution

Unit IV:
(JULY)
Electromagnetic Induction
& Alternating Currents.

Oral test on
Activity
based
learning.

Chapter–6:
Electromagnetic Induction
Electromagnetic induction;
Faraday's laws, induced
EMF and current; Lenz's
Law, Eddy currents. Self
and mutual induction.
Chapter–7: Alternating
Current
Alternating currents, peak
and RMS value of
alternatingcurrent/voltage;
reactance and impedance;
LC oscillations (qualitative

After studying
this lesson,
student will be
able to know the
how to induce
emf in a circuit,
Textbookwith the help of a
Explanation of the magnet.
concepts.

Pen paper
test

treatment only), LCR
series circuit, resonance;
power in AC circuits,
power factor, wattless
current. AC generator &
transformer.
Unit V: Electromagnetic
waves
(AUGUST)

Art integration
learning
NCERT
Book

After studying
this lesson,
student will be
able to know the
different circuits
parameters in AC.

Solution of the
unsolved question
of NCERT book.

Chapter–8:
Electromagnetic Waves

Class test
and extra
sums from
exemplar

Basic idea of displacement
current, Electromagnetic
waves, their
characteristics, their
Transverse nature
(qualitative ideas only).
Electromagnetic spectrum
(radio waves, microwaves,
infrared, visible,
ultraviolet, X-rays, gamma
rays) including elementary
facts about their uses.

Unit VI: Optics
(SEPTEMBER)

TextbookExplanation of the
concepts.

After studying
this lesson,
student will be
able to know the
different domain
of
electromagnetic
spectrum along
with their
properties.

Quiz
competition

Chapter–9: Ray Optics and
Optical Instruments
Ray Optics: Reflection of
light, spherical mirrors,
mirror formula, refraction
of light, total internal
reflection and its
applications, optical fibers,
refraction at
spherical surfaces, lenses,
thin lens formula,

White board will
be used to clear
the doubts.
Student will be

Pen paper

lensmaker's formula,
magnification, power of a
lens, combination of thin
lenses in contact,
refraction of light through
a prism. Scattering of light
- blue colour of sky and
reddish appearance of the
sun at sunrise and sunset.
Optical instruments:
Microscopes and
astronomical telescopes
(reflecting and
refracting) and their
magnifying powers

able to understand
different optical
instruments, and
their applications.
Also many optical
phenomena like
rainbow etc, and
their formations.

NCERT
Book

test will be
conducted

Problem forming
and solution
Group
discussion.

Chapter–10: Wave Optics
Wave optics: Wave front
and Huygen's principle,
reflection and refraction of
plane wave at a plane
surface using wave fronts.
Proof of laws of reflection
and refraction using
Huygen's principle.
Interference, Young's
double slit experiment and
expression for fringe
width, coherent sources
and sustained interference
of light, diffraction due to
a single slit, width of
central maximum,
resolving power of
microscope and
astronomical telescope,
polarisation, plane
polarised light, Brewster's
law, uses of plane
polarised light and
Polaroids.

Art integration
learning
Oral test

After studying
this lesson,
student will be
able to know the
wave nature of
light .
TextbookExplanation of the
concepts.

Oral test on
Activity
based
learning.

Unit VII:
(OCTOBER)
Dual Nature of Radiation
and Matter

Solution of the
unsolved question
of NCERT book.

Chapter–11: Dual Nature
of Radiation and Matter
Dual nature of radiation,
Photoelectric effect, Hertz
and Lenard's observations;
Einstein's photoelectric
equation-particle nature of
light. Matter waves-wave
nature of particles, deBroglie relation, DavissonGermer
experiment (experimental
details should be omitted;
only conclusion should be
explained).

After studying
this lesson,
student will be
able to know the
dual nature of
light.

Class test
and extra
sums from
exemplar

TextbookExplanation of the
concepts.

Unit VIII:
(OCTOBER)
Atoms and Nuclei
Chapter–12:
Atoms Alpha-particle
scattering experiment;
Rutherford's model of
atom; Bohr model,
energy levels, hydrogen
spectrum.
Chapter–13: Nuclei
Composition and size of
nucleus, Radioactivity,
alpha, beta and gamma
particles/rays and their

Quiz
competition

White board will
be used to clear
the doubts.

After studying
this lesson,
student will be
able to understand
the structure of
atoms and
different models
related .

properties; radioactive
decay law. Mass-energy
relation, mass defect;
binding energy per
nucleon and its
variation with mass
number; nuclear fission,
nuclear fusion.

Problem forming
and solution

After studying
this lesson,
student will be
able to know the
conductor ,
insulator,
Capacitor and
their application.

Unit IX:
(NOVEMBER)

Pen paper
test will be
conducted

Group
discussion.

Electronic Devices
Chapter–14:
Semiconductor
Electronics: Materials,
Devices and Simple
Circuits.
Energy bands in
conductors,semiconductors
and insulators (qualitative
ideas
only) Semiconductor diode
- I-V characteristics in
forward and reverse bias,
diode as a rectifier;
Special purpose p-n
junction diodes: LED,
photodiode, solar cell and
Zener diode and their
characteristics, zener diode
as a voltage regulator.
(DECEMBER)
REVISION

Activity and
laboratory
demonstration

TextbookExplanation of the
concepts.
After studying
this lesson,
student will be
able to know
semiconductors
and its
applications.
Art integration
learning

Report on
Art
Integrated
Project.

TEACHER: IKBAL HUSSAIN LASKAR
CLASS- X II

SUBJECT : MATHEMATICS
MONTH : APRIL - DECEMBER

TOPIC: Chapter wise:1.Relation and Function

2.Inverse Trigonometric Function

3.Matrices

4.Determinant

5. Continuity and Differentiability

6.Applicatio of Derivative

7.Integrals

8.Applications of Integrals

9.Differential Equations

10.Vector Algebra

11.Three Dimensional Geometry

12. Linear Programming

13. Probability.

LEARNING OBJECTRIVE:-

Provide sufficient information for the development of
the students and to make them knowledgeable on the
above mentioned topic.

CONTENT
(Month wise)

RESOUR
-CE
REQUIR
-ED

METHODOLOGY

Months:

Name of the Chapters:

2.Inverse
Trigonometric
Function

NCERT
TEXT
BOOK

* about types of
and
* Lecture cum Relation
able to show a Class quiz
demonstration.
relation is an
equivalence
relation
* Identifying an
one-one
and
onto functions

3.Matrices
Contents:
*Types of Relation
and Function
*Basic concept of
Inverse
Trigonometric
Function,
*Finding Principal
values
*Definition and
Types of Matrices
*Transpose of a
Matrix,
*Invertible Matrices

ASSESMENT

Students will be
able to :

(April-May)

1.Relation and
Function

LEARNING
OUTCOME

R. D.
* Learning by
SHARMA

doing

*Explanation

*able
to
understand the
principal value
range of Inverse
Trigonometric
function

Assignment

Class work /

* Able to add, homework
substract,
multiply
two
Matrices
* To find the
transpose of a
Class test
Matrix and solve
related question

CONTENT
(Month wise)

RESOUR
-CE
REQUIR
-ED

METHODOLOGY

Months:

* Find the value of
a Determinant,

Name of the Chapters:

Class quiz

*Explanation

4.Determinant

* finding the Area
of a Triangle,
Minors and
Cofactor of a
Determinant.

NCERT
TEXT
BOOK

6.Applicatio of
Derivative

* Discussion
method.

Contents:
*Expansion of a
Determinant.
*Area of a Triangle
by Determinant
*Minors and Cofactor
*Concept of
Continuity and
Differentiability,
* Derivative of
Exponential,
Logarithmic function,
Partial Fraction
*Concept of Second
Derivative.
*Increasing and
Decreasing Function,
* Tangents and
Normals,
.*Maxima and
Minima

ASSESMENT

Students will be
able to :

(June - July)

5.Continuity and
Differentiability

LEARNING
OUTCOME

R. D.
SHARM
A

* Lecture cum
demonstration.

Assignment
* Understand the
concept Derivative
and easily can find
the derivative of
function w.r.t x

Class work /
homework

* solve the
problem related to
second derivative

* Learning by
doing

* Getting Interest
in solving
problems related
in Increasing and
Decreasing
Function,
Tangents and
Normals and
.Maxima and
Minima

Class test

CONTENT
(Month wise)

RESOUR
-CE
REQUIR
-ED

Months:

METHODOLOGY

LEARNING
OUTCOME

ASSESMENT

* Smart board

Students will be
able to :

Class quiz

(August)
Name of the
Chapters:
7.Integrals
8.Applications of
Integrals

NCERT
TEXT
BOOK

* Lecture cum
demonstration
method.

Contents:

Method of
Integration by
*Substitution,
Partial Fraction,
By parts,

R. D.
SHARM
A

* Learning by
doing

*Definite Integrals
* Properties of
Definite Integrals
*Area under Simple
curves,
* Area between
curve and a line,
*Area between two
curves *

* Experiential
learning

* Find the
Integrals of
Trigonometric
function, Partial
Fraction and
understood the
concept of By
Parts.

* Getting Interest
in finding the
area related
problems using
Integration
method, like area
between two
curves, a curve
and a line
* Able to catch
the questions and
can solve the
NCERT book
questions .

Assignment

Class work /
homework

Class test

CONTENT
(Month wise)

RESOUR
-CE
REQUIR
-ED

METHODOLOGY

Months:

(September-

LEARNING
OUTCOME

ASSESMENT

Students will be
able to :

Class quiz

October)

* Smart board
Name of the Chapters:
9.Differential
Equations

NCERT
TEXT
BOOK

11.Three Dimensional
Geometry

General and
Particular solution of
a Differential
Equation
* Formation of
Differential Equation
* Method of solving
first order first
degree
Differential Equation
*Types of Vector,
*Addition and
Multiplication of a
Vector *Product of
two vectors.
*Equation of line in
space *Angle between
two lines * Shortest
distance between two
lines.

Assignment

* Lecture cum
demonstration
method.

10.Vector Algebra

Contents:

* Solve the First
order first
degree
Differential
Equations

R. D.
SHARMA

* Learning by
doing

* Understand
the concept
Vector algebra,
Multiplication
of a Vector and
Product of two
vectors.

Class work /
homework

* Finding the
Equation of

*Explanation

line in space ,
Angle between
two lines and
Shortest
distance
between two
lines. Also

* Able to
catch the
questions and
can solve the
NCERT book
questions .

Class test

CONTENT
(Month wise)

RESOUR
-CE
REQUIR
-ED

Months:
(November)

METHODOLOGY

LEARNING
OUTCOME

* Smart board

Students will be
able to

Name of the Chapters

11. Three
Dimensional
Geometry
12. Linear
Programming

NCERT
TEXT
BOOK

* Lecture cum
demonstration
method.

13. Probability.
Content:
*Equations of Planes,
*Co planarity of two

R. D.
SHARMA

* Learning by
doing

lines, * Angle
between two lines, A
line and a Plane
*Geometrical
Interpretation and
solving a LPP
*Conditional
Probability
*Independent Events
*Bayes, Theorem
*Bernoulli Trials.
Month:
(December)

Revision

*Explanation

ASSESMENT

* Understand
the formation of
Equations of
Planes. Can find
the problems
related to
finding the
Angle between
two lines.

* Formation of
LPP and its
Geomatrical
representation
are easier for
them.*
Understand the
concept of
Probability,
Conditional
Probability *
Independent
Events *Bayes,
Theorem

Class quiz

Assignment

Class work /
homework

Class test

Pedagogical plan 2020-21
Subject-English
Topicpoetry,prose,writing&grammar

Teacher-Th
Moheswari
singha
Class-12
Contents

Materials
required
The last
Textbook,
lesson(
Internet
prose)
& reference
book
Lost
Textbook and
spring(prose) reference book

My Mother
at 66(poem)

Smart board &
Textbook

Letter
writing

Reference
book &
grammar book

An
elementary
school
classroom in
a slum
(poem)
Deep
water(prose)

Textbook ,
smartboard &
internet( if
needed)

The rattrap (
prose)

Text
book,reference
Book etc

Keeping
quiet( poem)

Textbook,
internet,
reference book
etc

Textbook,
internet &
reference book

MonthApril to
December

Methodology( art integration
&experiential learning
Reading information ,sharing
their views on their mother
tongue & linguistic human
rights.
Identifying figures of speech
used in the lesson , sharing
information on child labour &
visiting slums( if possible)
Collecting information about
the poetess and reading the
poem aloud using correct
rhythm & pronunciation.
Providing format & samples.
Writing letters for a local daily(
if possible) & placing
orders,etc
Visual presentation of the text,
Reading the poem using
proper voice modulation &
explaining using real life
examples

Learning
outcome/objective
Taking pride &
realizing how
important one’s
language is.
Factual
understanding &
responding with
sensitivity
Understanding the
complexities of
human
relationships.
Enhance their
writing skill

Assessment

Able to
sympathize with
the needy ones

Peer
interaction
& penpaper test

Gathering information about
water sports, sharing personal
experiences & accounts of acts
of courage
Recounting similar real life
incidents while explaining the
text and relating the text with
the play ‘The Bishop’s
Candlesticks’
Reading & explaining the poem
Stressing on the idea of havoc
caused by wars.
Collecting pictures & info.
related to world wars,busy
lifestyle etc

Understanding
another person’s
experiences
Able to infer
motives of human
actions

Diary
entry&
group
discussion
Oral test &
group
discussion

Able to introspect
& create a feeling
of mutual
understanding

Recitation
& analysis
of the
poem

Peer
interaction
& oral test
Group
discussion
& speech
writing
Analysis of
the poem

Written
test

On the face
of it ( play)

Textbook,
props for role
enactment etc

Role- play/ dialogue exchange
Discussion of words/ phrases
used in the play

Able to empathize
with differently
abled people.
Enhance their
performing &
speaking skills

The third
level( prose)

Textbook,
reference
books,stamps
& internet

Reading and discussing about
the elements of modern text,
collecting stamps &
information related to world
wars

Notice
writing

Grammar book

Aunt
Jennifer’s
Tigers

Textbook &
Reference
book

Providing format & sample .
Drafting notice on the given
topics.
Reading the poem aloud and
explaining it focussing more on
the feministic viewpoints.

Can interpret the
text in their own
words and learn
about the
complexities of
human life
Enhance their
writing skill

The enemy
( prose)

Text book,
smart board &
reference book

Role play, explanation &
rearranging the sequence of
events in the story

Evans tries
an O level (
prose)

Internet & text
book

Reading the text marking the
key points & sharing the
knowledge about legal &
judicial terms

Understanding
how art can
become a medium
of expression
Realizing one’s
duties &
responsibilities
towards the
mankind
Able to
understand the
theme of the text
& infer human
behaviour

Group
discussion
&
preparing
pen –
portrait of
the
characters.
Character
sketch
writing &
pen paper
test
Written
test
Recitation,
text
analysis &
pen- paper
test.
Debate &
pen- paper
test.

Group
discussion,
Debate &
character
analysis.

SUBJECT- CHEMISTRY
CLASS – XII SCIENCE

SUBMITTED BY CHINKY DEB
PGT CHEMISTRY

TEACHER: Chinky Deb

SUBJECT: Chemistry

CLASS:

TOPIC: The Solid State

XII

MONTH: March

LEARNING OBJECTIVES: After studying this unit, the students will be able to describe general
characteristics of solids .Distinguish amorphous and crystalline solids. Define unit cell. Describe different
types of voids and close packed structures .Calculate the packing efficiency of different types of cubic unit
cell .Solve numerical problems.

CONTENTS
The chapter
describes the
characteristics of
the
electrochemistry,
the difference
between
amorphous and
crystalline solids,
imperfections in
solids, unit cells,
etc.

RESOURCES
REQUIRED
NCERT
Textbook,
Few solids
from the
environment.

METHODOLOGY
Experiential learning
activity:
Students took solid
objects from their
surrounding and
classified them into
different types of
solids such as ionic,
metallic etc.

LEARNING
OUTCOME
From this activity
students learned
about the different
types of solids
and their
properties.

ASSESSMENT

Pen paper test
Peer group
discussion
Practical report
Powerpoint
presentation
Art integrated
project
Viva

TEACHER: Chinky Deb
CLASS:

SUBJECT: Chemistry

XII

MONTH: March

TOPIC: Solutions

LEARNING OBJECTIVES: Understand the relationship between concentration, volume and moles –
Pose and solve problems involving solutions. Understand the colligative properties of solutions.

CONTENTS
Types of solutions,
the concentration of
solutions, solubility
of solids and gases
in a liquid, Raoult’s
Law, abnormal
molar masses and
other essential
topics

RESOURCES
REQUIRED

Materials
required:
Beaker ,
water , any
solute (eg
salt), glass
cover etc

METHODOLOGY
Experential learning activity:

Name of activity: Decrease
of vapour pressure as a
result of non volatile solute
Methodology: A beakers are
taken Beaker A and B . In
Beaker A we have pure
solvent(water) and in
Beaker B we have
equimolar solution (1 mole
of solvent and 1 mole of
solute).Both the beakers are
closed with a cover their
boiling points were studied.

LEARNING
OUTCOME
From this
activity
students
were able to
learn the
colligative
properties of
solutions
such as
Relative
lowering of
Vapour
Pressure.

ASSESSMENT
Pen paper test
Peer group
discussion
Practical report
Powerpoint
presentation

TEACHER: Chinky Deb

SUBJECT: Chemistry

CLASS:

TOPIC: Electrochemistry

XII

MONTH: April

LEARNING OBJECTIVES: Students will be able to define oxidation and reduction in terms of loss or gain
of electrons. Describe the operation of a galvanic cell. Interpret the activity series in terms of elements
that are more or less easily oxidized. Relate cell potential to the activity series. Build simple galvanic cells
and measure cell potential. Describe write and balance anode and cathode half reactions.
CONTENTS
RESOURCES METHODOLOGY
LEARNING
ASSESSMENT
REQUIRED
OUTCOME
Oxidation and
Experential learning
Pen paper test
reduction
activity:
Materials
Learning
Peer group
Required –
Outcome –
Galvanic cell
discussion
Name of Activity – What is
electrochemical
Inside a Battery?
A Common
1)They found that
cell, the difference
Practical report
Dry Cell,
the Common dry
between
Methodology –
electrolytic
and Commonly
cell has a Carbon
Powerpoint
galvanic cell, the
used mercury
Rod (Cathode) and presentation
standard potential
1)The students took a
a Zinc Cup at
of the cell, Gibbs cells, Pliers, A
common
dry
cell
and
break
energy of cell Hammer
Quiz
bottom (Anode)
reaction and its
it open by using a hammer with Manganese
equilibrium
carefully so that the insides Dioxide + Carbon
constant..

don’t take much damage.
Further try to open it
carefully with pliers.

2)They take a mercury cell
and repeat the same
process as above (Here it
should be done more
carefully as mercury cells
are very delicate).

Black + Ammonium
Chloride paste.

2)In Mercury cell
they found that
the Anode is at top
and Cathode at
bottom they are
surrounded by
Gasket through
which it is attached
to the Cell Can.

TEACHER: Chinky Deb

SUBJECT: Chemistry

CLASS:

TOPIC: Chemical Kinetics

XII

MONTH: April

LEARNING OBJECTIVES: Students will learn how to express rate of a reaction and how to determine it
graphically from the experimental data given. How to calculate order and molecularity . Arrhenius
equation and its physical significance. The role of a catalyst in industrial processes.

CONTENTS
Rate of chemical
reaction, the
factors that
influence the
rate of chemical
reaction, the
integrated rate
equation,
Pseudo First
Order Reaction,
and other such
topics related to
the rate of
chemical
reaction

RESOURCES
REQUIRED

Materials
requiredSalt,vegetables,a
source of
heat(gas) and
cookwares

METHODOLOGY
Experential learning
activity
: Name of activity-

Salt as catalyst
Methodology-First
vegetables are
cooked without salt
and then the time is
noted when it is
completely cooked.
Similarly the
vegetables are
cooked by adding salt
and the time is noted
when completely
cooked.

LEARNING
OUTCOME

It is seen that
vegetables require
less time to get
cooked when salt is
added.Salt promotes
osmosis so that the
vegetables loose
water fast,become
soft and get
cooked.Whereas
vegetables without
salt takes a long time
to get
cooked.Therefore ,salt
can be seen as a
catalyst which
enhances the rate of
reaction(cooking of
food)

ASSESSMENT
Pen paper test
Peer group
discussion
Practical report
Powerpoint
presentation
Art integrated
project

TEACHER: Chinky Deb

SUBJECT: Chemistry

CLASS:

TOPIC: Surface Chemistry

XII

MONTH: May

LEARNING OBJECTIVES: Pupil will be able to describe interfacial phenomenon and its significance;
define adsorption and classify it into physical and chemical adsorption; explain mechanism of adsorption;
describe preparation, properties and purification of colloids;
classify emulsions and describe their preparation and properties;
CONTENTS

Classification
of
emulsions, adsorption
and its classification,
interfacial
phenomenon,
the
mechanism
of
adsorption,
factors
controlling
the
adsorption from gases
and solutions on solids,
properties
and
purification of colloids,
gel formation, etc.

RESOURCES
REQUIRED

Materials
required : An
iron nail,
moisturous
environment.

METHODOLOGY
Experential
learning activity:

Name of the
Activity :
Corrosion
Methodology : A
fresh iron nail will
be kept in the
open and exposed
to moisture (H2O)
and Oxygen, for
three weeks. The
intensity of
corrosion will be
recorded each
day.

LEARNING
OUTCOME

The resulting
outcome shows us
that metallic
objects, when
exposed to air and
moisture,
accumulate oxides
or other salts of the
metal at their
surfaces. A metal is
oxidized by loss of
electrons to oxygen
and forms oxides.
This layer is known
as rust. And hence
the process is
called rusting.

ASSESSMENT
Pen paper test
Peer group
discussion
Practical report
Powerpoint
presentation
Art integrated
project
Debate

TEACHER: Chinky Deb

SUBJECT: Chemistry

CLASS:

TOPIC: P- Block elements

XII

MONTH: June

LEARNING OBJECTIVES: Students will learn how to predict the block, period and group no. of an
element. Students will be able to write electronic configuration and thereby using the same in predicting
the trends in properties. Students will get to know the bonding and valency of elements in their
compounds.Students will come to know about the variations of boiling point, melting point, acidic, basic
reducing thermal stability in the hydrides and oxides. Pπ –Pπ bonding catenation, Nature of oxides.

CONTENTS
Group 15
Elements, oxides
of Nitrogen, the
allotropic forms of
phosphorus, the
oxoacids of
phosphorus, the
Group 16
elements, the
simple oxides, the
allotropic forms of
sulphur, the
oxoacids of
sulphur, chlorine,
etc.

RESOURCES
REQUIRED

*Materials
required:
common salt ,
tap water,
Beaker , basic
things to note
the experiment
such as paper ,
pen etc..*

METHODOLOGY
Experential learning
activity:

Topic: comparison
of melting points of
ionic bond (NaCl)
and covalent bond
(H2O)*
Methodology: water
and salt will be
heated at varying
temperature and
the change will be
recorded
accordingly*

LEARNING
OUTCOME

The resulting
outcomes
enables students
to understand the
difference in the
properties of two
different
compounds NaCl
with melting point
801⁰C and H2O
with melting point
0⁰C} with a basic
experiment

ASSESSMENT
Pen paper test
Peer group
discussion
Practical report
Powerpoint
presentation
Art integrated
project
Chart presentation

TEACHER: Chinky Deb

SUBJECT: Chemistry

CLASS:

TOPIC: d and f block elements

XII

MONTH: July

LEARNING OBJECTIVES: General properties of transition elements 2.Atomic radii 3.Ionisation energy
4.Oxidation states 5.Catalyst 6.Colour of complexes 7.Principle of extraction of Fe 8.Principle of
extraction of Cu 9.Principle of extraction of Ag
CONTENTS
RESOURCES
METHODOLOGY
LEARNING
ASSESSMENT
REQUIRED
OUTCOME
Experential
Pen paper test
NCERT
learning activity:
From this activity
Textbook, Iron
students were
Peer group
Physical properties of nail,copper
The students were able to
discussion
transition elements (d vessel,Gold
understand
the
asked to take few
block), the formation of ornament,Silver transition metals
properties of the
Practical report
coloured ions
and ornament, etc
d and f block
and their
complex compounds,
elements and
compounds
Powerpoint
variation in atomic and
their compounds
available at home
presentation
ionic sizes of transition
used in day to
and their physical
metals,
ionization
day life.
enthalpies, oxidation
properties were
Art integrated
states, and magnetic
studied.
project
properties. electronic
configuration, chemical
Diagram
reactivity of the inner
transition metals and
their oxidation states.

TEACHER: Chinky Deb
CLASS:

SUBJECT: Chemistry

XII

MONTH: August

TOPIC: Coordination Compounds

LEARNING OBJECTIVES: discuss the properties of coordination compounds


Relate Valence Bond Theory and Hybridization



Correlate Electronotral Principle and Connecting Back



Determine Molecule Structure



Correlate Lewis Structure, Octet Rules, Resonance, VSEPR Rules, VBT,CFT



Explain the spectroscopic properties of coordination compounds.
CONTENTS
Definition of
Coordination
Compounds, the
nomenclature of
coordination
compounds,
isomerism in
coordination
compounds, Werner’s
theory of coordination
compounds,
VBT,CFT,Applications
of Coordination
compounds..

RESOURCES
REQUIRED

METHODOLOGY
Experential learning

Materials
activity:Name of the
required: T-shirt, experiment: Tie-dye
rubber bands and
A t-shirt is dyed using
dyes.
a spray bottle and is
tied using rubber
bands.The t-shirt is
kept to dry still rubber
banded together and
placed in a plastic
bag.It is kept for 12-24
hours so that the
colours get set. The
shirt is unwrapped and
the rubber bands are
taken off.It is rinsed in
cold water until the
water is clear.The shirt
is dried and it is ready
to wear.

LEARNING
OUTCOME

Students can
dye faded tshirts at home
and make it
colourful.
The colours
get adsorbed
by the t-shirt
while the
water gets
absorbed.

ASSESSMENT
Pen paper test
Peer group
discussion
Practical report
Powerpoint
presentation
Art integrated
project
Reaction flow
chart

TEACHER: Chinky Deb
CLASS:

XII

SUBJECT: Chemistry

MONTH: August

TOPIC: Haloalkanes and Haloarenes

LEARNING OBJECTIVES : IUPAC for halo compounds.Identification of primary secondary and tertiary
halo compounds.Reason for the polar covalent bond in these compoundsUnderstanding:Classification of
halocompounds in to Vinyl , Benzyl , aryl, allyl on the basis of the hybridisation of the carbon atom.Named
reactions used in the preparation and chemical properties.Reagent based study of various halo
compounds.Substitution reactions precede addition in halo compoundswhy are different products formed
on using Aq KOH and Alc KOH.

CONTENTS
The IUPAC system of
nomenclature,applications
of organo-metallic
compounds, the different
reactions involved in the
preparation of Haloalkanes
and
Haloarenes,stereochemistry
reaction mechanism and
the environmental effects of
polyhalogen compounds.

RESOURCES
REQUIRED
NCERT
Textbook
DDT,Gloves,
Garden
plants.

METHODOLOGY
Experential
learning activity:
The students
were asked to
apply DDT on
plants and
observe the action
of DDT on pests.

LEARNING
OUTCOME
From this
activity
students will be
able to learn
about the
properties and
everyday uses
of poly Halogen
compounds.

ASSESSMENT
Pen paper test
Peer group
discussion
Practical report
Powerpoint
presentation
Art integrated
project
Oral test

TEACHER: Chinky Deb
CLASS:

XII

SUBJECT: Chemistry

MONTH: September

TOPIC: Alcohols and Phenols

LEARNING OBJECTIVES: Learn the important physical properties of the alcohols, phenols, and ethers.
Learn the major chemical reaction of alcohols, and learn how to predict the products of dehydration and
oxidation reactions.
CONTENTS
RESOURCES METHODOLOGY
LEARNING
ASSESSMENT
REQUIRED
OUTCOME
IUPAC system of
Experential
Pen paper test
nomenclature, the
NCERT
learning activity:
Students were
physical properties to
Textbook,
able to learn
Peer group
alcohols, ethers and
about the physical discussion
Studens used
phenols, the reactions Household
properties of
household phenyl
involved in the
Phenols from their Practical report
phenyl
and analysed the
process of making
household phenyl
solution,
disinfecting and
alcohol from alcohols, gloves, water
cleansing action of solution
Powerpoint
phenols and ethers,
etc.
phenyl solution
presentation
and the process of
and also studied
preparing of phenols
the physical
Art integrated
and ethers from
properties such as
project
different compounds.
color,
odour,solubility
etc.

TEACHER: Chinky Deb
CLASS:

XII

SUBJECT: Chemistry

MONTH: October

TOPIC: Aldehydes, Ketones and Carboxylic acids.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES : Know recognise and be able to name, write structures for carbonyl
compounds- know the reaction of Tollens reagent and Fehlings/ Benedicts reagent with aldehydes and
ketones and understand their use for testing - know the products of oxidation and reduction of aldehydes
and ketones- understand and know nucleophilic addition reactions of aldehydes and ketones- recognise
carboxylic acids as weak acids and know their reaction with carbonates- know the esterification reaction
and the hydrolysis reaction, know some uses of esters, including natural esters, soaps and biodiesel
know and be able to use the mechanism of acylation reactions- understand the role of acylation in the
manufacture of aspirin
CONTENTS
RESOURCES
METHODOLOGY LEARNING
ASSESSMENT
REQUIRED
OUTCOME
IUPAC
Experential
Pen paper test
names,structure
NCERT
learning activity:
Students were
and physical
Textbook,
able to learn
Peer group
properties as well
Students took the about the
discussion
as the chemical
physical
Acetone
aldehyde and
reactions that they
properties of
ketone
Practical report
undergo.
aldehydes and
derivatives such
Spirit etc.
ketones from
as nail polish
Powerpoint
remover,spirit etc their household
presentation
derivatives.
used in day to
day life and
Art integrated
studied their
project
physical
properties.

TEACHER: Chinky Deb

SUBJECT: Chemistry

CLASS:

TOPIC: Amines

XII

MONTH: November

LEARNING OBJECTIVES : Know the structure and classification of amines .Learning Objectives .Know
the reactions of amines; in addition to behaving as bases amines can be nucleophiles.Know the different
methods used insynthesis of amines .Know the effect of lone pair of electrons of N atom on basic
properties of amines. Know the physical properties of amines .

CONTENTS
Structure of amines,
preparation of amines,
the physical properties
and chemical reactions
of amines, the method
of preparation of
diazonium salts, the
importance of
diazonium salts of
aromatic compounds,
etc.

RESOURCES
REQUIRED
NCERT
Textbook
,Urea
granules.

METHODOLOGY
Experential
learning activity:
Students took few
household items
of amine
derivatives such
as urea granules
and studied their
physical
properties.

LEARNING
OUTCOME
From this activity
students were
able to learn the
physical property
of an ammonia
derivative.

ASSESSMENT
Pen paper test
Peer group
discussion
Practical report
Powerpoint
presentation
Art integrated
project
Lab experiment

TEACHER: Chinky Deb
CLASS:

SUBJECT: Chemistry

XII

MONTH: December

TOPIC: Biomolecules

LEARNING OBJECTIVES : To Introduce the four basic biomolecules, their structure and function What
an amino acids is and their properties Structure of a protein Few examples of fibrous and globular
proteins What an enzyme is and their functioning Structure of Nucleic acids Information storage and
expression What a carbohydrate is and diferent types of carbohydrates and functions What a lipid is and
different types of lipids and their functions.

CONTENTS
Proteins, vitamins,
carbohydrates and
nucleic acid, structure.
Important differences
between DNA and
RNA, and the role of
biomolecules in the
bio-system.

RESOURCES
REQUIRED
NCERT
Textbook,
Potatoes,
Water, Muslin
cloth.

METHODOLOGY
Experential
learning activity:
Extraction from
starch from potato
by mincing the
potatoes and then
sieving it using a
muslin cloth.

LEARNING
OUTCOME
From this activity
students will be
able to learn about
a polysaccharide
Starch which is a
biomolecule.

ASSESSMENT
Pen paper test
Peer group
discussion
Practical report
PowerPoint
presentation
Art integrated
project
Viva

.

ANNUAL PEDAGOGICAL PLAN for 2020-21
SUBJECT – INFORMATICS PRACTICES
CLASS-XII
TEACHER: BIDITA BISWAS SUBJECT: INFORMATICS PRACTICES
MONTH: APRIL
CLASS: XII
LEARNING OBJECTIVES: i) To handle real life data using python data structures series and dataframe.
ii) Analyse the data.
CONTENTS

RESOURCES
REQUIRED

METHODOL
OGY

LEARNING
OUTCOME

Data Handling using
Pandas

1.Informatics
Practices by Sumita
Arora

Students will
be able to:

A) Introduction to Python
librariesPandas, Matplotlib

2.e-content

1.
Explanation
of each topic
theoretically.

ASSESMENT

Unit 1:

B) Data structures in
Pandas –

e-book
power point
presentation
images
videos

Series and Data Frames.
3. Desktop/Laptop
i) Series: Creation of
Series from – ndarray,
dictionary, scalar value;
mathematical operations;
Head and Tail functions;
Selection, Indexing and
Slicing
ii) Data Frames: creation from dictionary of Series,
list of dictionaries,
Text/CSV files; display;
iteration; Operations on
rows and columns: add,
select, delete, rename;
Head and Tail functions;
Indexing using Labels,
Boolean Indexing;
iii) Importing/Exporting
Data between CSV files
and Data Frames.

4.Anaconda
Software

(Demonstratio
n Method)

2. Power
Point
Presentation.(
ICT)
3.
Explanation
with the help
of
programs.(IC
T)

a)Understand
about Python
libraries.
b)Create
Series, Data
frames and
apply various
operations on
these two data
structures of
python.
c)Import
/Export data
between
dataframe and
CSV/Text file.
d)Appy the
concept to
store and
analyse real
life data using
pandas.

Assignme
nt(Theory
and
Practical)
Quiz
Written
Test
Practical
Test

ANNUAL PEDAGOGICAL PLAN for 2020-21
SUBJECT – INFORMATICS PRACTICES
CLASS-XII
TEACHER: BIDITA BISWAS SUBJECT: INFORMATICS PRACTICES
MONTH: MAY
CLASS: XII
LEARNING OBJECTIVES: i) To visualize real life data using visual elements like charts and plots.
ii) Analyse the data.
CONTENTS

Data Visualization
i) Purpose of plotting;
drawing and saving
following types of plots
using Matplotlib: line
plot, bar graph,
histogram.
ii) Customizing plots:
adding label, title, and
legend in plots.

RESOURCES
REQUIRED
1.Informatics
Practices by Sumita
Arora
2.e-content

e-book
power point
presentation
images
videos
3. Desktop/Laptop
4.Anaconda
Software

METHODOL
OGY

LEARNING
OUTCOME
students will
be able to:

ASSESMENT

1.Explanation
of each topic
theoretically(
Demonstratio a) Represent
data using
n Method)

Assignme
nt(Theory
and
Practical)

2. Power
Point
Presentation.(
ICT)

Written
Test

3.
Explanation
with the help
of
programs.(IC
T)

charts and
plots.

Quiz

Practical
Test

ANNUAL PEDAGOGICAL PLAN for 2020-21
SUBJECT – INFORMATICS PRACTICES
CLASS-XII

TEACHER: BIDITA BISWAS

SUBJECT: INFORMATICS PRACTICES

MONTH: JUNE-JULY

CLASS: XII
LEARNING OBJECTIVES: i) To store real life data in MySQL tables.
ii) Gain skills in querying using SQL queries.
ii) Retrieve the required data using SQL queries with different types
MySQL functions.
CONTENTS
RESOURCES
METHODOL LEARN ASSESMEN
REQUIRED
OGY
ING
T
OUTCO
ME
Unit 2:
1.Informatics
students
Assig
1.
Practices by
will be
nmen
Explanation
1.Database Query
Sumita Arora
t
of each topic able to:

using SQL

2.e-content
i)Math functions:
POWER ( ), ROUND ( ),
MOD ( ).
ii)Text functions:
UCASE ( )/UPPER ( ),
LCASE ( )/LOWER (), MID
( )/SUBSTRING ()/SUBSTR
( ), LENGTH (), LEFT ( ),
RIGHT (), INSTR (
),LTRIM(),RTRIM(),TRIM
( ).
iii) Date Functions: NOW ( ),
DATE ( ), MONTH ( ),
MONTHNAME (), YEAR (
), DAY ( ), DAYNAME ( ).
iv)Aggregate Functions:
MAX (), MIN ( ), AVG ( ),
SUM ( ), COUNT ( ); using
COUNT (*).
iv) Querying and
manipulating data using
Group by, Having, Order by.

2. Project Work

e-book
power
point
presentatio
n
images
videos
3. Desktop/Laptop
4. MySQL
Software.
5. Anaconda
Software.

theoretically.(
Demonstratio a)Write
SQL
n Method)
2. Power
Point
Presentation.(
ICT)
3.
Explanation
with the help
of writing
queries.(ICT)
4. Planning,
database
design,
coding for
the project
work in a
group of 2 or
3 students.

queries
using
math,
text, date
and
aggregat
e
function
s.

Quiz
Writt
en
Test
Practi
cal
Test

ANNUAL PEDAGOGICAL PLAN for 2020-21
SUBJECT – INFORMATICS PRACTICES
CLASS-XII
TEACHER: BIDITA BISWAS

SUBJECT: INFORMATICS PRACTICES

MONTH: AUGUST

CLASS: XII
LEARNING OBJECTIVES: i) To get concept of networking network topologies and devices.
ii) To get knowledge of website, web pages and web browser.
iii)To become familiar with different internet applications.
CONTENTS
RESOURCES
METHODOLOGY
LEARNING ASSESMEN
REQUIRED
OUTCOME T
Unit 3:
1.Informatics
1. Explanation of each
students will
Video
topic
be able to:
Maki
1.Introducti Practices by
Sumita Arora
theoretically.(Demonstrat
ng
on to
ion Method)
i) understand
Computer
2.e-content
the concept
E2. Power Point
of network.
poster
Networks
Presentation.(ICT)
and identify
makin
e-book
different
g
i)Introduction
power
3. Images to explain
network
to networks,
point
different network
topologies.
Quiz
Types of
presentati topologies.(ICT)
network: LAN,
MAN, WAN.
on
ii) identify
Writt
ii)Network
images
4. Videos will be shown
and
en
Devices: modem,
videos
to students.(ICT)
differentiate
Test
hub, switch,
between
repeater, router,
5. Database design and network
gateway
3.Anaconda
devices.
coding for the project
iii)Network
Software
work in a group of 2 or
Topologies: Star,
iii)
Bus, Tree, Mesh.
3 students.
differentiate
iv)Introduction to 4.MySQL
Software
between
Internet, URL,
WWW, and its
website and
applications- Web,
web pages,
email, Chat, VoIP.
static and
v)Website:
dynamic web
Introduction,
pages.
difference between
a website and
webpage, static vs
dynamic web page,
web server and
hosting of a
website.

vi)Web
Browsers:
Introduction,
commonly used
browsers, browser
settings, add-ons
and plug-ins,
cookies.

2.Project
Work

iv) configure
browser
setting.
v) use
different
internet
applications.(
e-mail, chat
etc.)

ANNUAL PEDAGOGICAL PLAN for 2020-21
SUBJECT – INFORMATICS PRACTICES
CLASS-XII
TEACHER: BIDITA BISWAS

SUBJECT: INFORMATICS PRACTICES

MONTH: SEPTEMBER

CLASS: XII
LEARNING OBJECTIVES: i) To use internet and technology in a more efficient way.
ii) To handle electronic waste in a perfect manner.
iii)To become aware about the physical and mental health while
accessing electronic devices and internet.
CONTENTS
Unit 4:

1.Societal
Impacts
i) Digital
footprint, net
and
communicatio
n etiquettes,
data
protection,
intellectual
property rights
(IPR),
plagiarism,
licensing and
copyright, free
and open
source
software
(FOSS),
cybercrime
and cyber
laws, hacking,
phishing, cyber
bullying,
overview of
Indian IT Act.
ii)E-waste:
hazards and
management.
iii)Awareness
about health
concerns
related to the
usage of
technology.

Project
Work
2.

RESEORCES
REQUIRED
1.Informatics
Practices by
Sumita Arora

METHODOLGY
1. Explanation of
each
topic.(Demonstratio
n Method)

2.e-content

e-book
power point
presentatio
n
images
videos
3.Anaconda
Software
4.MySQL Software

2. Relate each topic
with real life
examples.
3. Power Point
Presentation.(ICT)
4.Videos will be
shown to
students.(ICT)
5. Group discussion
on the health related
issues students are
facing(if any) due to
usage of electronic
gadgets and
internet.(Peer
Learning)
6. Coding for the

project work in a
group of 2 or 3
students.

LEARNING
OUTCOME
students will
be able to:
i) understand
different
ethical and
unethical
issues related
to internet.
ii)differentiat
e between
different
types of
softwares.
iii)aware
about health
related issues
related to use
of
technology.

ASSESMENT
Animate
d Video
Making
E-poster
making
Quiz
Written
Test

ANNUAL PEDAGOGICAL PLAN for 2020-21
SUBJECT – INFORMATICS PRACTICES
CLASS-XII
TEACHER: BIDITA BISWAS

SUBJECT: INFORMATICS PRACTICES MONTH: OCT-NOV-DEC

CLASS: XII
LEARNING OBJECTIVES: i)Can apply all the concepts logically and practically,
learned in class XI and XII.
CONTENTS
RESOURCES
METHODOLOGY LEARNING
ASSESMENT
REQUIRED
OUTCOME
1.Desktop/Laptop i) Coding for the
students will be
1.Project
able to:
Written
project work in a
Work
2.Anaconda
Test
group of 2 or 3
Software
i)
apply
the
Practical
students.
knowledge of
Test
2.Revision
3.MySQL
Python, MySQL
ii) Program
Software
and CSV file
(Project File
solving in a group practically.

and Practical
File
submission in
December)

of 2-3
students.(Peer
Learning)

iii) Sql query
writing in a group
of 2-3
students.(Peer
Learning)
iv)Sample paper
solving

